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Summary

In the present report, the Special Rapporteur on contemporary forms of racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance, E. Tendayi Achiume, highlights the racially discriminatory and unjust roots and consequences of environmental degradation, including climate change. In the report, she explains why there can be no meaningful mitigation or resolution of the global ecological crisis without specific action to address systemic racism, in particular the historic and contemporary racial legacies of colonialism and slavery.
I. Introduction

1. The global ecological crisis is simultaneously a racial justice crisis. As countless studies and submissions received show, the devastating effects of ecological crisis are disproportionately borne by racially, ethnically and nationally marginalized groups – those who face discrimination, exclusion and conditions of systemic inequality because of their race, ethnicity or national origin. Across nations, these groups overwhelmingly comprise the residents of the areas hardest hit by pollution, biodiversity loss and climate change. These groups are disproportionately concentrated in global “sacrifice zones” – regions rendered dangerous and even uninhabitable owing to environmental degradation. Whereas sacrifice zones are concentrated in the formerly colonized territories of the global South, the global North is largely to blame for these conditions. As noted by the Special Rapporteur on the issue of human rights obligations relating to the enjoyment of a safe, clean, healthy and sustainable environment: “high-income States continue to irresponsibly export hazardous materials … along with the associated health and environmental risks, to low- and middle-income countries”. Notably, the distinction between “high-income” and “low-income” countries is directly related to the racist economic extraction and exploitation that occurred during the colonial era, for which colonial powers have not been held accountable.

2. “Sacrifice zones,” as illustrated in this report, are more accurately described as “racial sacrifice zones”. Racial sacrifice zones include the ancestral lands of Indigenous Peoples, territories of the small island developing States, racially segregated neighbourhoods in the global North and occupied territories facing drought and environmental devastation. The primary beneficiaries of these racial sacrifice zones are transnational corporations that funnel wealth towards the global North and privileged national and local elites globally.

3. In addition to documenting racial sacrifice zones, the Special Rapporteur highlights coerced displacement and immobility in the context of ecological crisis and how racially, ethnically and nationally marginalized groups are disparately subjected to this coercion and immobility. Submissions received show how climate-induced migration cannot be divorced from the racially unjust hierarchies and regimes of colonial and imperial extraction and exploitation that have significantly determined who is forced to move and who has the privilege of keeping their homes and nations.

4. Within the broader movement for environmental justice, climate justice seeks historical accountability from those nations and entities responsible for climate change. Climate justice also seeks radical transformation of the contemporary systems that enable global ecological crisis and distribute the suffering associated with this crisis on a racially discriminatory basis. Because climate change today is driven by the accumulation of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere, historical emissions are an existential contemporary problem. From 1850 to 2002, industrialized countries produced three times the carbon dioxide produced by the entire global South. However, it is the global South and colonially designated non-white regions of the world that are most affected and least able to mitigate and survive global ecological crisis, in significant part owing to the colonial processes that caused historical emissions in the first place.
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1 Owing to space constraints, this report is focused on environmental human rights harms related to extractivism and climate change. The Special Rapporteur highlights the urgency of a broader and more comprehensive analysis of the intersection of environmental and racial justice.

2 See A/HRC/49/53.

3 See A/HRC/50/60; and A/HRC/41/54.

4 See A/HRC/50/60. See also, submission from the Centre for Economic and Social Rights.

5. The Secretary-General appropriately described the recent flooding in Pakistan as “a level of climate carnage beyond imagination”, noting that Pakistan is responsible for less than 1 per cent of global greenhouse emissions. One country – the United States of America – is responsible for 20 per cent of total cumulative carbon dioxide emissions.\(^6\) The European Union is responsible for 17 per cent, and 90 transnational corporations, predominantly headquartered in the global North, are responsible for 63 per cent of cumulative industrial emissions from 1751 to 2010.\(^7\)

6. As experts note, global North historical emissions did not benefit all equally. Instead, their production relied upon and enabled racist colonial subordination in the global South, and in the settler colonies of the global North. Inequity persists in the present. According to one submission, the average person’s carbon dioxide emissions in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland over a two-week period is more than a resident of Burkina Faso, Ethiopia, Guinea, Madagascar, Malawi or Uganda will emit in a year. Africa’s energy-related emissions account for about 2 per cent of global emissions, but it is likely to shoulder almost 50 per cent of the estimated global climate change adaptation costs. As noted by the President of the African Development Bank, Africa should not have to beg for help to address climate change – polluting global powers should have to pay.\(^8\) The same is true for other parts of the global South.

7. Both within and outside the United Nations, Member States are championing initiatives to develop responses to the global ecological crisis. In this context, a racial justice approach to this crisis is both urgent and necessary, and yet within the global framework it remains thoroughly marginalized. Notwithstanding the important efforts of environmental justice advocates globally, the Special Rapporteur finds that those with authority, control, influence and decision-making power within the global climate governance regimes have largely neglected racial equality and non-discrimination norms that are foundational to international human rights and the international order more broadly. To put it bluntly, the interests and concerns of non-white peoples in particular have been successfully sidelined within United Nations frameworks for coordinating the global response to ecological crisis. The predominant global responses to environmental crises are characterized by the same forms of systemic racism that are driving these crises in the first place. Environmental, climate and racial injustice are the institutionalized status quo.

8. “Techno-chauvinism”, the conviction that technology can solve all societal problems, and overreliance on market-based solutions in responses to climate change are reinforcing racial injustice. The reasons for this relate in part to how technocratic and technological fields and the global capitalist economy remain characterized by forms of systemic racism that are then reproduced even in well-intentioned “green” initiatives.\(^9\) Owing to space constraints, the Special Rapporteur refers readers to her prior analyses of systemic racism, technology and global political economy.\(^10\) Technology has a critical role to play in addressing the ecological crisis, but technological solutions should neither be implemented at the expense of the racially and ethnically marginalized groups that are already disproportionately impacted by ecological crisis, nor advanced in pursuit of “false solutions”.\(^11\)

9. The Special Rapporteur acknowledges references to vulnerability or “vulnerable groups” generally in environmental human rights analysis. She stresses the normative
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and pragmatic urgency of engaging racism, racial discrimination and racial injustice explicitly and directly. The Special Rapporteur has warned of the dominance of “colour-blind” approaches to global governance and political economy, including human rights analyses and responses. A colour-blind analysis of legal, social, economic and political conditions professes a commitment to an even-handedness that entails avoiding explicit racial analysis in favour of treating all individuals and groups the same, even if these individuals and groups are differently situated, including because of historical projects of racial subordination. Even when colour-blind approaches are well-intentioned, their ultimate effect is failure to challenge and dismantle persisting structures of entrenched racial discrimination. The Special Rapporteur emphasizes that, in order to address the racially and ethnically disparate impacts of ecological crises, United Nations Member States, officials and other stakeholders must explicitly account for these impacts.

10. The General Assembly and Human Rights Council have recognized the human right to a clean, healthy and sustainable environment, and the Council has noted the human rights impacts of climate change in a number of resolutions. The Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights (OHCHR) and various special procedures of the Council have produced vital human rights knowledge, upon which this report builds. They have highlighted equality and non-discrimination concerns, especially in relation to gender, age, disability, sexual orientation and gender identity, Indigenous people and people of African descent.

11. The Special Rapporteur benefited from valuable input from expert group meetings and additional submissions from targeted calls, interviews with representatives of United Nations agencies and submissions from a range of stakeholders in response to a public call. She thanks all stakeholders for their submissions. Non-confidential submissions will be available on the website of the Special Rapporteur. The Special Rapporteur emphasizes that the expertise of directly affected communities was invaluable in the preparation of her report.

II. Why ongoing climate and environmental crises require racial equality and justice lenses

A. Racist colonial foundations of ecological crisis

12. Systemic racism served as a foundational organizing principle for the global systems and processes at the heart of the climate and environmental crises. Understanding and addressing contemporary climate and environmental injustice alongside the racially discriminatory landscape requires a historicized approach to how “race” and racism have shaped the political economy of climate and
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environmental realities, as well as the governing legal frameworks and worldviews that these frameworks represent. At the centre of the climate crisis are levels of greenhouse emissions that are the product of centuries of natural resource extraction, industrialization and industrial processes and consumption of the outputs of these processes. In their submissions, a number of experts summarized an extensive body of research that charts the racist colonial regimes that underpinned the extraction of coal, gas and oil, forged a global capitalist system dependent on the maintenance of racial hierarchies, and are thus at the heart of the global ecological crisis. In her 2019 report on global extractivism and racial equality, the Special Rapporteur also outlined the racist colonial foundations of the extractivist and industrialization processes that have caused the global ecological crisis.

B. Contemporary manifestations of transnational environmental racism and climate injustice

13. The formal international repudiation of colonialism has by no means eradicated colonial domination and its racist legacies, including as they relate to the contemporary global ecological crisis. The Special Rapporteur on human rights and the environment has highlighted that, although all humans are exposed to ecological crisis, the burden of this crisis falls disproportionately on systemically marginalized groups, and that many environmental injustices are rooted in “racism, discrimination, colonialism, patriarchy, impunity and political systems that systematically ignore human rights”.

14. Peoples in formerly colonized territories who were racially designated as non-white bear the disproportionate environmental burdens of extraction, processing and combustion of fossil fuels. In her 2019 report on global extractivism and racial equality, the Special Rapporteur explained how the contemporary global extractivism economy remains racially stratified because of its colonial origins and the ongoing failure of Member States – especially those who benefited the most from colonial domination – to decolonize the international system and provide reparations for racial discrimination rooted in slavery and colonialism.

15. The territories subject to the most rapacious forms of extraction are those belonging to groups and nations that were colonially designated as racially inferior. The nations least capable of mitigating and responding to ecological crisis have been rendered so both by histories of colonial domination, and in the postcolonial era by externally neoliberal and other economic policies. In the global North, racially and ethnically marginalized groups are similarly on the front lines.

16. The Working Group of Experts on People of African Descent has detailed how environmental racism and the climate crisis have disproportionately affected people of African descent, owing in part to racialized histories of colonial domination, the trade in enslaved Africans and systematic discrimination against and segregation of people of African descent. The Special Rapporteur on the rights of Indigenous Peoples has shed a similar light on environmental racism and climate injustice as they
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affect the lives and very existence of Indigenous Peoples. A number of submissions highlight the ongoing racially disparate effects of the ecological crisis and its drivers, some of them highlighting colonial legacies.

17. Highlighting the salience of colonial legacies should not eclipse the role played by powerful countries in the global South in producing contemporary greenhouse emissions and fuelling environmental degradation. Brazil, China and India are among the top global carbon dioxide emitters. Transnational and cross-border activities within the global South bring their own set of geopolitical and environmental challenges. For example, the Belt and Road Initiative of China in Africa entails industrial megaprojects linked both to African debt entrapment and environmental degradation, and in some places irreparable ecological damage.

Race, ethnicity, national origin and “sacrifice zones”

18. The term “sacrifice zones” is derived from a designation used during the cold war to describe areas irradiated due to production of nuclear weapons. Racially marginalized and formerly colonized peoples were among those whose communities were disproportionately “sacrificed” to the demands of nuclear proliferation, as prominently illustrated by the impacts of nuclear testing on the people of the Marshall Islands, as well as Indigenous Peoples and ethnic minorities living in territories controlled by military superpowers.

19. According to the Special Rapporteur on human rights and the environment, “today, a sacrifice zone can be understood to be a place where residents suffer devastating physical and mental health consequences and human rights violations as a result of living in pollution hotspots and heavily contaminated areas”. Climate change is driving the proliferation of sacrifice zones, which in many places are, in effect, racial sacrifice zones.

20. In the Amazon and elsewhere in South America, Indigenous environmental human rights defenders are frequently targeted for persecution for protesting industrial projects that destroy their homelands. In several cases, environmental protectors have been threatened or murdered for their advocacy. At the same time, according to one submission, environmental disruption caused by development megaprojects in Brazil, for example, threaten long-time quilombola and Indigenous communities.

29 See A/HRC/36/46; and A/HRC/4/32.
30 Submissions from Maat for Peace, Development and Human Rights; Heinrich Böll Foundation; European Network Against Racism; Black Coalition for Rights; Global Justice Clinic; Sabantho Aderi (Lokono-Arawak); and Gonzalez.
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21. In South Asia, Indigenous peoples and those subject to caste-based discrimination face environmental devastation from development projects over which they have limited free, prior and informed consent. In Indonesia, the legacy of colonial-era racist urban planning, combined with excessive ground water extraction and pro-capital adaptive responses, subjects low-income residents of Kampungs in Jakarta to flooding and to the threat of forced displacement. Throughout South-East Asia, rampant industrial activity has transferred the harms of environmental degradation and toxic waste from industrial hotspots in the global North to non-white communities in the global South.

22. A number of submissions highlighted the prevalence of racial sacrifice zones in the United States. For example, “Cancer Alley” is a petrochemical corridor along the Mississippi River, where 150 petrochemical facilities operate. With a predominantly African American population, it is a region with the highest rates of multiple forms of cancers in the United States. Racist legacies loom large over Cancer Alley. It was originally called Plantation Country, a place where enslaved Africans were forced to labour. New facilities like the “Sunshine Project” stretch over at least four ancestral burial grounds and are concentrated in the Fifth District, whose residents are 86.3 per cent African American. The land use plan for the District has been changed from “residential” to “residential/future industrial” without notice, allowing for one of the largest plastics facilities to be approved. By contrast, chemical companies are barred from constructing new facilities in the Third District, whose residents are 78.4 per cent white.

23. A 1987 study revealed a nationwide pattern, with racially marginalized communities in the United States five times more likely than white communities to live near toxic waste. As noted in a submission, these disparities cannot be explained solely on the basis of income inequality: an in-depth study in 2008 found that Black people in the United States with an annual household income of $50,000 to $60,000 live in neighbourhoods subject to greater pollution than the average white people with household incomes under $10,000.

24. In one submission it was reported that, in Canada, the Aamjiwnaang First Nation is surrounded by Sarnia, Ontario’s so-called “Chemical Valley”. Residents experience low air quality and high rates of negative health outcomes, such as miscarriages, childhood asthma and cancer.

25. Throughout Europe, Roma communities are forced to live near hazardous waste sites or in areas that are prone to climate change-related disasters, often to make way for industrial development or tourism. At the same time, Irish Travellers often lack access to culturally specific accommodation and are denied reliable access to water,
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affordable heating and electricity. In the Arctic, Indigenous peoples such as the Inuit and Sami are faced with rising sea levels and the total destruction of their livelihoods owing to changing climate patterns.

26. In one submission it was noted that European research on environmental justice is focused almost exclusively on the issue of income inequality. Race and ethnicity are largely absent, and data disaggregated on these bases is not collected. The submission provided examples of such omissions in Germany, notwithstanding the persisting evidence of environmental racism against Rom*nja and Sinti*zza. In the submission it is also noted that a number of German studies reveal that polluting industries are more frequently located in cities and neighbourhoods with higher proportions of migrants. These national and European studies show that the correlation between a migration background or non-German citizenship and environmental pollution is more significant than the correlation between socioeconomic status or income and environmental pollution.

27. In one submission it was reported that, in the United Kingdom, racially and ethnically marginalized groups are disproportionately subjected to higher levels of air pollution than white British people, and more susceptible to pollution health impacts. Furthermore, the placement of waste incinerators disproportionately affects racially and ethnically marginalized groups.

28. In one submission it was reported how the military occupation by Israel of the Occupied Palestinian Territories contributed to the ecological devastation and transformation of the Palestinian territories, and continues to deny Palestinians their fundamental right to self-determination, including regarding indigenous Palestinian approaches to mitigating climate impacts. Israeli settler expansion into Palestinian territories has led to the destruction of hundreds of Palestinian villages. In addition to the devastation caused by this destruction, native trees have been eliminated in favour of European pine trees. In the submission tax incentives were reported that encourage high-polluting industry to relocate to the Occupied Palestinian Territories, with immense, documented genotoxic effects for Palestinian residents. Furthermore, the submission reported the pretextual use of environmental considerations to justify further Israeli settlement of the Occupied Palestinian Territories.

29. Extensive pollution of the air and water has also caused the higher incidence of serious diseases among Palestinians. Environmental protection policies have allegedly been used to justify the use of land by occupation authorities. It is reported in the submission that Israel has been using the claim of protecting nature reserves to confiscate more land for the purpose of building additional settlements, via a practice which has been described as “greenwashing”. It is also reported in the submission that 91 per cent of the total water of the West Bank is being expropriated solely for Israeli settler use, while Palestinians face serious water insecurity. OHCHR has reported that: “Israeli authorities treat the nearly 450,000 Israeli settlers and 2.7 million Palestinians residing in the West Bank (excluding East Jerusalem) under two distinct bodies of law, resulting in unequal treatment on a range of issues including access to water”. Indeed, Israeli practices and policies in the Occupied
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Palestinian Territories amount to apartheid, with extreme environmental and human rights consequences for Palestinians.

30. In one submission it was noted that the historical legacy of militarized occupation and neocolonial extraction also plays a key role in the climate vulnerability of States in Central America and the Caribbean. A deadly history of intervention, neoliberal coercion and unequal relationships between Latin America and military superpowers, in particular the United States, has rendered this region particularly vulnerable to climate change slow-onset disasters.\(^{55}\) In the Caribbean, farmers and peasants are confronted with catastrophic changes in the weather that make agricultural labour increasingly difficult and that predominately affect poor farmers and rural women.\(^{56}\) In Central America, climatic changes have led to violence and climate migration, often through dangerous climate pathways, defined by racialized exclusion, in North America.\(^{57}\)

31. In the Middle East, colonial and neocolonial invasions and military interventions have been motivated in large part by the extensive reserves of fossil fuels in that region. States and transnational corporations of the global North have collaborated with authoritarian elites to extract and exploit the region’s fossil fuels – contributing to climate change and perpetuating human rights violations against local communities and racially marginalized migrant labourers.\(^{58}\)

32. Across the African continent, extractive projects and toxic waste dumping have wreaked havoc on natural environments,\(^{59}\) as African States, with arid ecosystems, struggle to maintain local livelihoods in the midst of climate change.\(^{60}\) In a submission it was reported that the prevalence of sacrifice zones in Africa, including the example of Kabwe in Zambia, which is among the most polluted places in the world owing in part to abandoned mining residue. According to estimates, more than 95 per cent of children living there have elevated levels of lead in their blood.\(^{61}\) In another submission highlighted communities’ decades-long battles against transnational corporations for pollution from offshore oil and gas drilling, and ever-leaking petrol pipelines in Durban, South Africa.\(^{62}\)

33. Small island developing States face extreme risks, as rising sea levels, intensifying natural disasters and the destruction of natural ecologies threaten lives and livelihoods.\(^{63}\) The multidimensional vulnerability index, a newly developed metric measuring the economic, geographic, financial and environmental vulnerabilities of small island developing States, put the average score of small island developing States 50 to 60 per cent higher than the global average, indicating a starker vulnerability than would be implied by income levels.\(^{64}\) For small island developing States, the
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global ecological crisis is predicted to wipe out some of their territories before the end of the twenty-first century.\footnote{Ibid.}

\section*{Race, ethnicity, national origin and climate-induced displacement}

34. As the Special Rapporteur has detailed in prior reports, racial and xenophobic discrimination are root causes of forced displacement, but they also significantly determine who can move within and across borders, and who is immobilized against their will.\footnote{See A/HRC/38/52; A/HRC/48/76; A/75/590; A/HRC/44/57; and A/HRC/35/41.} This is true in the context of environmental and climate induced displacement.\footnote{Carmen Gonzalez, “Climate change, race, and migration”, \textit{Journal of Law and Political Economy}, vol. 109 (2020).} Manifestations of environmental racism and climate injustice include forced displacement, as well as the inability of racially marginalized peoples to flee contamination hotspots or areas of escalated natural disaster risk.

35. According to the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), 90 per cent of refugees and most internally displaced persons come from highly climate vulnerable countries.\footnote{UN News, “Climate change link to displacement of most vulnerable is clear: UNHCR”, 22 April 2021.} At the same time, highly climate vulnerable countries host over 40 per cent of refugees, while internally displaced persons in conflict-affected and climate vulnerable countries are often displaced to areas where they are exposed and vulnerable to climate-related hazards.\footnote{Based on analysis of available data from Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre, Global Internal Displacement database, available at \url{www.internal-displacement.org/database/displacement-data}; and the Notre Dame Global Adaptation Initiative, Country Index database, available at \url{https://gain.nd.edu/our-work/country-index/}.} The risk for refugees and internally displaced persons is two-fold: on the one hand, settlements are disproportionately concentrated in regions that are exposed to higher-than-average warming levels and specific climate hazards, including temperature extremes and drought; on the other hand, these populations frequently inhabit settlements and legal circumstances that are intended to be temporary but are protracted across generations, all the while facing legal and economic barriers in their ability to migrate away from climate impacts. Large concentrations of these settlements are in the Sahel,\footnote{Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR), “Decade of Sahel conflict leaves 2.5 million people displaced”, 14 January 2022.} the Near East and Central Asia,\footnote{UNHCR, “Displaced on the frontlines of the climate emergency”, 2021.} where temperatures will rise higher than the global average, and extreme temperatures will exceed thresholds for safe habitation. Many refugees are racially and ethnically marginalized people. Systemic racism in international border regimes constrains the movement of racially marginalized peoples, while allowing citizens of the global North unprecedented autonomy to travel, migrate\footnote{E. Tendayi Achiume, “Racial borders”, \textit{The Georgetown Law Journal}, vol. 110, No. 3 (2022).} and avoid environmentally unsafe areas. With climate change being framed as a security issue, security corporations and other actors are contributing to border militarization that further prevents many displaced by climate conditions from finding safety.\footnote{Submission from Francis.} Within countries, spatial segregation and discrimination in housing or economic opportunities traps racially marginalized communities in specific locations within the country.\footnote{See A/HRC/49/48.} 

36. A number of submissions highlighted forced displacement from racial sacrifice zones, as well as the racist and xenophobic treatment of migrants and refugees who
are able and choose to leave. According to one submission, climate change is increasing displacement and migration to urban areas and out of Haiti, owing to negative economic impact on the livelihoods of farmers. Racism limits Haitians’ freedom of movement, limiting their ability to escape climate harms through dignified migration. In the United States, Haitians are targeted for deportation under Title 42 of the United States Code, which has been used to detain and exclude Haitian migrants at the border.

37. According to one submission, in Mozambique, the expansion of large international mining projects has intensified, and they have been a main source of socioenvironmental conflicts causing internal displacement. A total of 1,365 families from the communities of Mithethe, Chipanga, Bagamoyo and Malabue were displaced by a coal exploration project operated by the Brazilian multinational Vale in Moatize, Tete province. The treatment of displaced populations by multinational companies in the region mimic violent colonial practices. The decision to implement the project was imposed upon the affected communities, who were excluded from decision-making, and subject to police intimidation. Most of the population harmed by transnational corporations are peasants, low-income, Indigenous Peoples and racially marginalized groups. Locals live in constant fear of reprisals for speaking against the company.

38. Another submission highlighted the long history of racism in the agricultural sector in the United States, which includes the forceful removal of Native Americans from their homelands, enslaving Africans and their descendants and exploiting Latinx farmworkers under inhumane conditions. Federal and state policy has historically favoured white men, with some states blocking reparations or ownership of land by non-white individuals. White individuals owe 98 per cent of farmland, while 80 per cent of the labour force is Latinx. Homestead acts have disproportionately given subsidized farms to white individuals and corporations while the federal Government has discriminated in lending to non-white farmers. The Southern landowners’ efforts to exclude Black sharecroppers from the New Deal legislation during the Great Depression began an enduring phenomenon known as “agricultural exceptionalism”, a systematic exclusion of farmworkers from federal labour protections, such as the National Labor Relations Act and Fair Labor Standards Act. According to the submission, climate change is forcing more people to migrate and increasing the number of individuals seeking work in the United States. However, over half of farmworkers lack immigration status, and those who enter the country legally are vulnerable to abuse. Workers are commonly subjected to poor wages and unsafe working conditions.

39. In one submission it was reported that, in Central America and Mexico, Indigenous and Black communities have been involuntarily displaced by their disparate exposure to the impacts of extractivism and their general socioeconomic marginalization. According to the International Organization for Migration (IOM), Central America is at great risk of hydro-meteorological events related to climate change. The level of risk of humanitarian crises and disasters in six out of the seven countries in the region, namely, Cuba, El Salvador, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico and Nicaragua are at medium and high levels. There are no effective policies in place to
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protect displaced people, and their human rights are further jeopardized by racial and
ethnic criminalization when they attempt to migrate. Indigenous, non-Spanish-
speaking and Black migrants face barriers in accessing jobs, education, health and
housing services owing to institutionalized discrimination.

40. In many submissions to the Special Rapporteur it was noted that Indigenous
peoples faced the prospect of being forced out of their ancestral and traditional
homelands owing to rising sea levels and natural disasters. In one submission it was
reported that, in India, Indigenous Peoples account for 40 per cent to 50 per cent of
those displaced despite making up just 8 per cent of the total population. The
disruptive impacts of industrial projects in their territories are a main cause. Entire
Indigenous territories, in particular those in the small island developing States, are at
risk, and even the full-scale relocation of entire State populations will not rectify the
fallout from the destruction of their islands. The permanent loss of Indigenous
homelands is and will remain a massive global failure and a deep racial injustice in
the absence of urgent rectificatory action.

III. Racially discriminatory environmental human rights violations

A. Applicable legal frameworks

41. Non-discrimination and the prohibition on racial discrimination are peremptory
norms of public international law. Non-discrimination and equality obligations are
also broadly enshrined in international human rights treaties including the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, the International Covenant on
Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, the Convention on the Elimination of All
Forms of Discrimination against Women, the Convention on the Rights of the Child
and the Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities.

42. The most comprehensive prohibition of racial discrimination can be found in
the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial
Discrimination. In article 1 (1), racial discrimination is defined as “any distinction,
exclusion, restriction or preference based on race, colour, descent, or national or
equality or origin that has the purpose or effect of nullifying or impairing the recognition,
food, or on an equal footing, of human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic, social, cultural or any other field of public life”. In its general recommendation, the Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination has clarified that the prohibition of racial discrimination cannot be interpreted restrictively. The Committee has also stated that the Convention applies
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to purposive or intentional discrimination, as well as discrimination in effect and structural discrimination. This substantive, non-formalistic approach to equality is especially important in the context of environmental degradation and climate change, where discriminatory intent is difficult to prove but disparate impacts of environmental harm are clearly apparent.

43. Article 5 of the International Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination requires States parties to eliminate racial discrimination in the enjoyment of economic, social, cultural, civil and political rights. Article 2 requires States parties, inter alia, to “take effective measures to review governmental, national and local policies, and to amend, rescind or nullify any laws and regulations which have the effect of creating or perpetuating racial discrimination wherever it exists” and to “prohibit and bring to an end, by all appropriate means, including legislation as required by circumstances, racial discrimination by any persons, group or organization”.

44. Under international human rights law, States are in breach of their obligations if they fail to adopt or enforce anti-discrimination legislation regulating the conduct of both public and private actors; fail to amend, rescind or nullify any laws and regulations that have the effect of creating or perpetuating discrimination; or fail to adopt all appropriate immediate and effective measures to prevent, diminish and eliminate the conditions, attitudes and prejudices which cause or perpetuate discrimination in all its forms, or, where necessary, fail to implement concrete special measures aimed at realizing de facto, substantive equality. Special measures or “affirmative action” – specific steps taken by a State aimed at achieving equality in effect, correcting inequality and discrimination, and/or securing advancement of disadvantaged groups or individuals – are a protected human rights remedy that States are required to implement where necessary.

45. The term “environmental racism” describes institutionalized discrimination involving “environmental policies, practices or directives that differentially affect or disadvantage (whether intentionally or unintentionally) individuals, groups or communities based on race or colour”. Environmental racism occurs within nations and across borders, as noted by the Working Group of Experts on People of African
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Descent. People of African and Asian descent, Indigenous peoples, Roma, refugees, migrants, stateless persons and other racially and ethnically marginalized groups are all affected by environmental racism, which must be addressed to the fullest extent possible under international human rights law.

46. The Durban Declaration and Programme of Action, which remains the international community’s most comprehensive plan to eliminate racism and racial discrimination, offers recommendations on tackling environmental racism. For example, it calls for increased support for people of African descent to invest in “environmental control measures” and offers several recommendations for “non-discriminatory measures to provide a safe and healthy environment for individuals and groups of individuals victims of or subject to racism, racial discrimination, xenophobia and related intolerance”.

47. Environmental racism and climate injustice interact with other forms of social exclusion, such as discrimination on the grounds of gender, age and disability. It should be recognized in intersectional analyses of environmental and climate-related human rights violations that women, older persons, persons with disabilities and gender and sexually diverse persons who are members of racially marginalized peoples face distinct human rights violations. In several submissions this point is made explicitly. Women in particular play important roles in rural and agricultural life, and they are typically on the front line of environmental and climate-related human rights violations. Indeed, the Special Rapporteur on violence against women and girls, its causes and consequences has reported that climate change-induced violence against women is a distinct phenomenon caused by the feminization of intersecting vulnerabilities. Elderly persons and children are also vulnerable to climate harms, in particular when they live in economically marginalized communities or States with limited economic resources to support their specific needs. Persons with disabilities similarly require resources to adapt and mitigate harms caused by climate change, and these resources are typically denied to certain States and racially marginalized communities owing to systemic discrimination.

48. Environmental justice and climate justice are often linked to the right to development on sustainable terms. The right to development is intended to guarantee both a right to social and economic progress and the realization of all other human rights through self-determination and equal sovereignty. In the Declaration on the Right to Development, the General Assembly states that the right of peoples to self-determination includes the exercise of their inalienable right to full sovereignty over all their natural wealth and resources. The right to development “implies the full realization of the right of peoples to self-determination”, which includes the right freely to determine their political status and to pursue their economic, social and cultural development.

49. In the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples, the General Assembly explicitly recognizes the importance of environmental protection in preventing discrimination against Indigenous Peoples. In article 29 it affirms that “Indigenous Peoples have the right to the conservation and protection of the environment and the productive capacity of their lands or territories and resources. States shall establish and implement assistance programmes for Indigenous Peoples for such conservation and protection, without discrimination.” In article 29 it also applies the “free, prior and informed consent” principle to the storage or disposal of hazardous materials in the lands or territories of Indigenous Peoples. In article 32 it
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calls on States “to provide effective mechanisms for just and fair redress for any such activities, and appropriate measures shall be taken to mitigate adverse environmental, economic, social, cultural or spiritual impact”.

**B. Racially discriminatory denial of economic and social rights, the right to self-determination and principles related to the right to development**

50. In many national contexts, environmental injustice is often analysed in terms of socioeconomic inequities with limited attention to racial and ethnic inequities, and there is widespread resistance to collection of data disaggregated on racial and ethnic bases. Without discounting the importance of poverty, gender, age and other social characteristics in exposing communities to environmental and climate change harms, discrimination on the grounds of race, colour, descent and national and ethnic origin remains a critical determinant of climate and environmental harms experienced by individuals and communities. Systemic racial discrimination results in economic marginalization, and in many places racially, ethnically and nationally marginalized groups are trapped in low-income brackets. The economic marginalization of racially marginalized peoples plays a major role in constraining their control over the development of their communities and their exposure to toxic waste and climate disasters. Relatedly, racially marginalized peoples frequently lack true self-determination over economic development that occurs on or near their communities, making them frequent victims of racial sacrifice zones created by national authorities or transnational corporations.

51. In a submission from a coalition of civil society organizations in Haiti, it was explained that those most harmed by climate change and environmental degradation are frequently *peyzan* (peasant farmers), rural women and residents of poor urban communities. Haiti is considered one of the five countries most affected by the climate crisis globally, yet it has contributed only approximately 0.003 per cent to global greenhouse gas emissions. Furthermore, the history of racialized economic and political domination of Haiti by imperial powers is well known and has contributed immensely to its contemporary economic conditions. According to predictions, the effects of climate change will eventually double the length of the dry season in Haiti, while floods and hurricanes are likely to increase. Haitians face the prospect of declining agricultural livelihoods, malnutrition and severe mental and physical health impacts.

52. In submissions from the United States it was noted how Black, Latinx and Indigenous communities are disproportionately more likely to live in communities near contamination hotspots, owing to the legacy of economic marginalization, segregation, slavery and colonialism. They are more likely to face the effects of pesticide poisoning owing to economic marginalization that concentrates poor, racially marginalized peoples in dangerous agricultural labour. While transnational corporations continue their industrial activities, residents are often unable to achieve accountability using local or state government forums. In other parts of the country, companies continue plans to extract and transport fossil fuels over Indigenous territories and sacred lands, fully supported by international financial actors eager to derive profits from fossil fuels. In these scenarios, marginalization along economic and political lines has prevented Black, Latino and Indigenous Peoples from exercising their right to development and asserting their right to self-determination. As a result,
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they are unable to protect their territories from economic development that will largely benefit transnational corporations and elites outside their communities.\footnote{Submission from the Indigenous Environmental Network.}

53. In one submission it was noted how impoverished Afro-descendants in Brazil are disproportionately exposed to floods and landslides because of their economic marginalization and segregation into dangerous areas. Afro-Brazilians are the disproportionate victims of such disasters because of a sociopolitical structure in Brazil that places racialized peoples in living conditions of enhanced vulnerability, while public policymakers fail to address precarious living conditions.\footnote{Submission from the Coalition of Black Brazilians for Rights.}

C. Racially discriminatory civil and political persecution

54. Environmental racism results in routinized persecution of human rights defenders and environmental protectors who work to protect their communities from environmental harm. Around the world, these defenders frequently come from Indigenous communities or other racially marginalized groups. As discussed previously, racial marginalization entails economic and political marginalization, and when marginalized groups make efforts to assert their rights in the face of exploitative Governments and transnational corporations, these groups are heavily persecuted. Often, there is limited accountability for human rights defenders from racially and ethnically marginalized groups. In documenting deaths and violence against environmental human rights defenders, the former Special Rapporteur on human rights defenders explained that “one of the systemic causes of conflicts around environmental rights is the imbalance of power between States, companies and environmental human rights defenders”.\footnote{See A/71/281.} A structural underpinning of this imbalance in power is systemic racism, which excludes racially marginalized peoples from full political decision-making and exposes activists and leaders to racialized violence.

55. According to one submission, in Brazil, Indigenous and Afro-Brazilian leaders have been targeted by both public and private actors for their advocacy against industrial projects near their lands.\footnote{Submission from the Coalition of Black Brazilians for Rights.} Global Witness reports that Brazil has the fourth highest number of murdered environmentalists in the world. Traditional peoples, quilombola, riverine and Indigenous communities suffer constant pressure from various economic activities in their territories and have been threatened or cruelly assassinated.\footnote{Monica Nunes, “Família de ambientalistas é assassinada no Pará: pai, mãe e filha tinham projeto de soltura de quelônios no Rio Xingu”, 11 January 2022.} In Pará, a region with heightened environmental conflicts, several cases of commissioned murders of environmental activists have been reported. In these incidents, all the victims were Black women who fought for a balanced way of life with forest conservation. Reported in another submission was the assassination of a South African environmental activist, also a Black woman, fighting against coal mining expansion.\footnote{Submissions from D’sa and Bond.} Yet another submission highlighted murder, rape and torture of Ogoni community activists in Nigeria, where Shell has destroyed the lives and livelihoods of Indigenous Peoples.\footnote{Submission from the Centre for Economic and Social Rights.}

56. In another submission, it is reported that, in India, Indigenous and Dalit leaders have also faced detention and criminalization owing to their advocacy against local environmental policies which impinge upon their cultural autonomy.\footnote{Submission from Gupta.}
D. Dispossession of Indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples

57. As noted in the Special Rapporteur’s report on global extractivism, Indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples are frequently on the front lines of extractive projects, and thus bear an outsized risk of harm from environmental degradation. At the same time, climate change threatens indigenous peoples in the Pacific, the Americas, the Caribbean, Asia and Africa with the loss of their homelands. The profusion of extractive projects and the subsequent emission of greenhouse gases can be attributed to the systematic dispossession of Indigenous and Afro-descendant peoples and the denial of their lands and right to self-determination.

58. According to one submission, in Brazil, Sapê do Norte, certified as protected “quilombos” territory, has been the home of quilombo communities since 1960. Inhabitants of this region have been experiencing a drastic reduction in biodiversity, large-scale deforestation, drying up of streams and filling of springs, death of animals and high dumping of pesticides in the water and soil, owing to highway construction, agribusiness attacks, installation of a gas pipeline by Petrobras, and the rupture of the Fundão dam, operated by Samarco. The construction of the Alcântara Launch Center over the largest quilombola territory in Brazil resulted in the mandatory removal of 312 quilombola families, and more continue to be displaced across the country.

59. In another submission, grave human rights violations against the Chepang Indigenous community in Nepal were reported, including construction and development in their territories without free, prior informed consent, destruction of their homes and livelihood and brutal violence against community members. Notwithstanding the promulgation of laws intended to protect Indigenous peoples in Nepal, one submission highlights the absence of dedicated resources to give effect to these laws. It reported the case of the Sonaha and Haliya communities, who remain outside of the government framework intended to protect Indigenous communities.

E. Eco-fascism

60. An ideological strand of racism known as “eco-fascism” has been observed in far-right and neo-Nazi circles around the world. The eco-fascist movement targets racially marginalized groups and ethnic and national minorities and excluded groups as scapegoats for environmental problems. They also utilize environmental concerns to support generalized xenophobia. Eco-fascist rhetoric has been associated with white supremacist terrorism, in particular in settler-colonial nations. The Christchurch, El Paso and Buffalo shootings in New Zealand and the United States, which were explicitly targeted at racially marginalized peoples, were linked to eco-fascist rhetoric.
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IV. Towards environmental justice, climate justice and racial justice

A. Concerns with the dominant approaches

61. The responses and momentum of the global system remains woefully ill-equipped to halt racially discriminatory and unjust features and consequences of ecological crisis. The Special Rapporteur is concerned that dominant international approaches to governing environmental and climate issues amount to a doubling down on racial inequality and injustice.

Racially discriminatory mitigation and overreliance on market-based solutions

62. In several submissions it was noted that some “green” solutions to climate change challenges actually reinforce or perpetuate racial marginalization and inequities. The transition to alternatives to fossil fuels in some contexts is resulting in “green sacrifice zones” meaning that racially and ethnically marginalized groups are disproportionately exposed to human rights violations associated with the extraction or processing of these alternatives. Critiques of “green capitalism” or “green growth” point out that these approaches promote energy transitions that “tend to presuppose the perpetuation of colonial arrangements”. They seek to maintain unsustainable levels of consumption in the global North through transitions that require tremendous destructive extraction from the global South. As “green new deals” proliferate in the global North, their efficacy is contingent on their capacity to address the root causes of ecological crisis and undo the systemic racism embedded in fossil fuel economies. Even development initiatives and seemingly “green” private ventures in global South countries can mask their profit-seeking arc, resulting in worsened environmental conditions and conflicts.

63. Consultation participants reported that, in large part, because many climate-related initiatives are designed without the input, consideration or leadership of racially marginalized peoples, they can reinforce patterns of racial discrimination already present in national and international economies. Overreliance on technocratic knowledge and the exclusion of local communities from climate change leadership have worked to distract from the systemic changes demanded by front-line communities and required to truly solve the ongoing crisis.

64. For example, carbon capture and storage technologies are increasingly promoted as processes that can collect carbon dioxide generated by industrial activities before they reach the atmosphere, and transport captured emissions to sites where they can be used or stored. However, in one submission it was reported that carbon capture is neither necessary to avoid catastrophic levels of warming nor feasible at scale. In fact, it warns that carbon capture distracts from the reforms needed to ensure a fossil fuel-free future, an outcome which is essential to the health and rights of the marginalized communities on the front lines of the climate and environmental crisis.
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Carbon capture can lock current pollution in place, rather than facilitating energy transition. It is reported in the submission that many carbon capture programmes are launched in places already overburdened by the heavy concentration of toxic industrial pollution. These places overlap with the “racial sacrifice zones” described above. This trend is especially concerning because carbon capture can increase the emission of harmful air pollutants at the site of capture because of the increased energy required to power the capture equipment and the chemicals used in the process.

65. Other experimental or speculative technologies proposed in response to climate change potentially pose significant risks to human rights. For example, experts believe that some “geoengineering” projects meant to adapt to climate change may have significant adverse impacts, including termination shock, rainfall disruption, water depletion and the erosion of human and ecological resilience. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has warned against overreliance on unproven technologies that could disrupt natural systems and disproportionately harm global South communities. 121

66. Other programmes and policies could similarly have negative impacts on Indigenous Peoples and racially marginalized peoples in the global South. For example, some experts have extensively criticized the REDD+ programme for its use of over-optimistic projections but also its use of Indigenous territories and denial of certain communities’ rights of self-determination. 122 In one submission the role of REDD+ is reported in providing cover for land grabs against Indigenous Peoples. 123

67. In one submission it was noted that access to available climate financing, especially at the local level, remains a critical challenge. It was also reported in the submission that experts have described the operation of international climate institutions as a form of indirect colonization. Projects are often envisioned and directed by international institutions that tend to privilege global North perspectives over global South contributions. 124

Climate and racial injustice rooted in existing international frameworks

68. A complex framework on international environmental law exists, and with the creation of the United Nations Environmental Programme (UNEP) and the adoption of the Stockholm Declaration and Action Plan for the Human Environment at the United Nations Conference on the Human Environment, held in Stockholm in 1972, United Nations Member States initiated a regime for global environmental coordination. Multiple treaties address pollution and biodiversity, although this section is focused on climate change governance, including through the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, the Kyoto Protocol thereto and the Paris Agreement. In the Framework Convention three pillars in the fight against climate change are advanced: adaptation, mitigation and “loss and damage”. 125

69. In United Nations environmental and climate negotiations, global South States have consistently advocated for an international environmental framework in which structural disparities in the global economic and political system are recognized. In her address at the Stockholm Conference, whose outcomes were greatly influenced by global North economists, 125 the Prime Minister of India, Indira Gandhi, called for
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a collective approach to address environmental issues while emphasizing the need for appreciating power inequities and historical domination.\textsuperscript{126} At the Stockholm Conference, global South States raised concerns about environmental degradation and human rights impacts caused by industrial activities of global North transnational corporations. Some negotiators consistently argued that environmental issues must be considered in light of historical and geopolitical structures,\textsuperscript{127} and even at the United Nations Conference on Environment and Development (Earth Summit), held in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, in 1992, the Prime Minister of Malaysia highlighted the emergence of climate colonialism perpetuated by States in the global North.\textsuperscript{128} However, the global climate framework offers no real path forward for climate justice, which entails racial justice.

70. At the Rio Summit, the Conference secretariat estimated that developing countries required $100 billion per year in external assistance to meet the Summit action plan, Agenda 21.\textsuperscript{129} Notwithstanding their role in creating the climate crisis, some powerful States in the global North refused to contribute the requisite aid to global South States.\textsuperscript{130} At the United Nations Conference on Sustainable Development (Rio+20), held in 2012, the twentieth anniversary of the Rio Summit, global North States refused requests from the Group of 77 and China to increase financial assistance to meet their environmental commitments.\textsuperscript{131}

71. The framing of climate change within international forums frequently elides the historical responsibility borne by some States and transnational corporations. Although the common but differentiated responsibility principle has been enshrined in the Rio Declaration and carried through the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change, the Kyoto Protocol and the Paris Agreement, global North States have accepted the language on the basis of differential or superior capacity, rather than as an indication of State responsibility for historical harm.\textsuperscript{132}

72. Questions of reparation and remediation for loss and damage caused by climate change and environmental degradation have purposefully been excluded from relevant frameworks by the powerful countries most responsible for the harm.\textsuperscript{133} The eventual inclusion of loss and damage within the Paris Agreement was due to a compromise that shields wealthy countries from accountability.\textsuperscript{134} The trajectory of the loss and damage framework after the Paris Agreement has thus continued its transition away from confronting historical responsibility and reparation.\textsuperscript{135}
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73. The massive power and resource imbalances among States participating in climate change negotiations have led to compromises that benefit politically powerful States – including former colonial powers – at the expense of global South States, especially small island developing States. One submission highlighted how existing climate mitigation interventions, which are delivered only in English and remain highly technical, widen the gap between traditional and scientific approaches to climate response.\textsuperscript{136} Although States in the global North are typically capable of fielding large negotiating teams and relying upon well-resourced national bureaucracies operating in English, other States are limited to smaller negotiating teams with limited support from their capitals.\textsuperscript{137} This imbalance is magnified by the outsized economic capacity of global North States, which was built in significant part through racist domination of the global South, and allows the North to exert greater leverage on the global South. At the same time, global South States have no effective, reliable means of holding global North States accountable for failing to meet their climate obligations or to provide reparations for historical and ongoing climate injustice.

74. There are vital debates about the need for greater compliance with existing international standards in the face of ecological crisis but, as highlighted by submissions received, a central problem is the existing international legal frameworks. For example, in addition to the above, international law fails to provide robust provisions for holding transnational corporations accountable for human rights violations that disproportionately affect peoples and territories colonially designated as non-white. International investment law presently serves as a deterrent to environmentally responsible extractivism regulation because of the costly arbitral proceedings that can result from national environmental and other regulations that diminish the value of foreign investment. An additional concern is that the applicable legal and policy frameworks have operated as “hyper-technocratic silo[s]”\textsuperscript{138} that are disconnected both from the bodies of law that are major contributors to the problem, and from the economic, social and political fields that shape and are impacted from ecological crisis. Even the way nature and the environment are conceptualized in international environmental discussions is limited to the commercial, human-centric understandings of nature that can be traced to early European scholars, and that remain the dominant frames in international law.\textsuperscript{139} The worldviews that have precipitated ecological disaster and that are determining the global response remain anchored in Eurocentrism and continue to exclude the worldviews of other peoples. This epistemic imperialism is itself a racial justice issue.

B. Recommendations

75. The present report conveys the grim picture on the ground, but there are racially and ethnically marginalized groups that challenge environmental racism and climate injustice on a daily basis, and that are charting paths toward climate justice and environmental justice more broadly. From consultations, the Global Tapestry of Alternatives\textsuperscript{140} offers one example. It is a “network of networks”, that is a non-hierarchical, horizontal initiative focused on solidarity, strategic alliances and systemic solutions at the local, regional and global levels. Other examples include Oil Change International and the Indigenous Environmental
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The Special Rapporteur additionally recommends the following to Member States, and stakeholders within the United Nations environmental and climate governance regimes:

77. Adopt a global approach that effectively responds to the fact that climate justice requires racial justice, and that racial justice requires climate justice. The racially disparate impacts of environmental degradation and climate injustice require fundamental reorientation of political institutions, economic systems and legal principles to include racial justice and equality priorities. “Green transitions” must also be racially just transitions. Transitions to cleaner forms of energy, climate adaptations and other programmes must take steps, including special measures, to ensure that climate change responses do not continue patterns of racial marginalization and discrimination. True racial justice entails an end to environmental racism, and also entails adaptation, mitigation and loss and damage frameworks that uproot the systemic racism built into the global economy, political hierarchies and legal frameworks. This includes wholesale decolonization of legal and economic systems to ensure that racially marginalized peoples, including Indigenous Peoples, possess true self-determination, including sovereignty over their territories. As noted in one submission, racial justice and climate justice require fiscal justice.

78. Prioritize reparations for historical environmental and climate harms and for contemporary harms rooted in historic injustice. The Special Rapporteur urges Member States and stakeholders to consult her 2019 report on reparations for racial discrimination rooted in slavery and colonialism, which also applies to the context of climate and environmental justice. Reparations require addressing historic climate injustice, as well as eradicating contemporary systemic racism that is a legacy of historic injustice in the context of the global ecological crisis. To the extent that contemporary international legal principles present barriers to historical responsibility for climate change, United Nations Member States must decolonize or transform this law in a manner that makes it capable of guaranteeing genuine equality and self-determination for all peoples. Reparations, which entail equitable international economic, political and legal frameworks, are a precondition for reorienting the global order away from ecological crisis. Proposals for pathways to reparations are growing, and progress requires global, national and local collaboration and partnership with racially, ethnically and nationally marginalized groups.

79. The Special Rapporteur emphasizes that the right to self-determination includes Indigenous Peoples’ right to development on their own terms and timelines and in accordance with their ideologies. Indigenous Peoples are diverse, with varied needs, priorities and governance structures. Indigenous
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Peoples should not be forced into categorical or stereotypical roles as “full-time stewards of the natural environment”, nor should they be trapped into paternalistic development arrangements driven by State Governments.

80. Stop racially discriminatory human rights violations relating to climate and the environment and provide effective remedies to the individuals and groups affected. The Special Rapporteur urges States to implement the recommendations of the many special procedures mandates that have offered technical and other recommendations that can assist in this regard. Climate migrants and refugees should be provided with the requisite legal and substantive protections, especially in countries with historic responsibility for climate injustice. Racial equality and non-discrimination require that all necessary measures be taken to preserve Indigenous homelands and mitigate the effects of climate change on small island developing States. States and other stakeholders must also ensure human rights-complaint data collection on environmental and climate impacts, disaggregated on the basis of race, ethnicity and national origin.

81. Systematically hold transnational corporations accountable for environmental racism and climate injustice.

82. Institutionalize meaningful participation and decision-making of racially, ethnically and nationally marginalized persons and peoples in global and national climate governance, including women, gender-diverse persons, persons with disabilities, refugees, migrants and stateless persons.